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INTRODUCTION TO THE LSAT

The Law School Admission Test is a half-day standardized
test required for admission to all ABA-approved law
schools, most Canadian law schools, and many other law
schools. It consists of five 35-minute sections of multiple-
choice questions. Four of the five sections contribute to the
test taker’s score. These sections include one Reading
Comprehension section, one Analytical Reasoning section,
and two Logical Reasoning sections. The unscored section,
commonly referred to as the variable section, typically is
used to pretest new test questions or to preequate new test
forms. The placement of this section in the LSAT will vary. A
35-minute writing sample is administered at the end of the
test. The writing sample is not scored by LSAC, but copies
are sent to all law schools to which you apply. The score
scale for the LSAT is 120 to 180.

The LSAT is designed to measure skills considered
essential for success in law school: the reading and
comprehension of complex texts with accuracy and
insight; the organization and management of information
and the ability to draw reasonable inferences from it; the
ability to think critically; and the analysis and evaluation of
the reasoning and arguments of others.

The LSAT provides a standard measure of acquired
reading and verbal reasoning skills that law schools can
use as one of several factors in assessing applicants.

For up-to-date information about LSAC’s services, go to
our website, LSAC.org.

SCORING

Your LSAT score is based on the number of questions you
answer correctly (the raw score). There is no deduction for
incorrect answers, and all questions count equally. In other
words, there is no penalty for guessing. 

Test Score Accuracy—Reliability and Standard
Error of Measurement

Candidates perform at different levels on different
occasions for reasons quite unrelated to the characteristics
of a test itself. The accuracy of test scores is best
described by the use of two related statistical terms:
reliability and standard error of measurement.

Reliability is a measure of how consistently a test
measures the skills being assessed. The higher the
reliability coefficient for a test, the more certain we can be
that test takers would get very similar scores if they took
the test again.

LSAC reports an internal consistency measure of reliability
for every test form. Reliability can vary from 0.00 to 1.00, and
a test with no measurement error would have a reliability
coefficient of 1.00 (never attained in practice). Reliability

coefficients for past LSAT forms have ranged from .90 to .95,
indicating a high degree of consistency for these tests.
LSAC expects the reliability of the LSAT to continue to fall
within the same range.

LSAC also reports the amount of measurement error
associated with each test form, a concept known as the
standard error of measurement (SEM).  The SEM, which is
usually about 2.6 points, indicates how close a test taker’s
observed score is likely to be to his or her true score. True
scores are theoretical scores that would be obtained from
perfectly reliable tests with no measurement error—scores
never known in practice.

Score bands, or ranges of scores that contain a test
taker’s true score a certain percentage of the time, 
can be derived using the SEM. LSAT score bands are
constructed by adding and subtracting the (rounded) SEM
to and from an actual LSAT score (e.g., the LSAT score,
plus or minus 3 points). Scores near 120 or 180 have
asymmetrical bands. Score bands constructed in this
manner will contain an individual’s true score
approximately 68 percent of the time.

Measurement error also must be taken into account when
comparing LSAT scores of two test takers. It is likely that small
differences in scores are due to measurement error rather than
to meaningful differences in ability. The standard error of score
differences provides some guidance as to the importance of
differences between two scores. The standard error of score
differences is approximately 1.4 times larger than the standard
error of measurement for the individual scores.

Thus, a test score should be regarded as a useful but
approximate measure of a test taker’s abilities as measured
by the test, not as an exact determination of his or her
abilities. LSAC encourages law schools to examine the
range of scores within the interval that probably contains
the test taker’s true score (e.g., the test taker’s score band)
rather than solely interpret the reported score alone.

Adjustments for Variation in Test Difficulty

All test forms of the LSAT reported on the same score scale
are designed to measure the same abilities, but one test
form may be slightly easier or more difficult than another.
The scores from different test forms are made comparable
through a statistical procedure known as equating. As a
result of equating, a given scaled score earned on different
test forms reflects the same level of ability. 

Research on the LSAT

Summaries of LSAT validity studies and other LSAT
research can be found in member law school libraries and
at LSAC.org.
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To Inquire About Test Questions

If you find what you believe to be an error or ambiguity in
a test question that affects your response to the question,
contact LSAC by e-mail: LSATTS@LSAC.org, or write to
Law School Admission Council, Test Development Group,
PO Box 40, Newtown, PA 18940-0040.

HOW THIS PREPTEST DIFFERS FROM AN 
ACTUAL LSAT

This PrepTest is made up of the scored sections and writing
sample from the actual disclosed LSAT administered in
June 2013. However, it does not contain the extra, variable
section that is used to pretest new test items of one of the
three multiple-choice question types. The three multiple-
choice question types may be in a different order in an
actual LSAT than in this PrepTest. This is because the order
of these question types is intentionally varied for each
administration of the test.

THE THREE LSAT MULTIPLE-CHOICE 
QUESTION TYPES

The multiple-choice questions that make up most of the
LSAT reflect a broad range of academic disciplines and are
intended to give no advantage to candidates from a
particular academic background.

The five sections of the test contain three different
question types. The following material presents a general
discussion of the nature of each question type and some
strategies that can be used in answering them.

Analytical Reasoning Questions

Analytical Reasoning questions are designed to assess the
ability to consider a group of facts and rules, and, given
those facts and rules, determine what could or must be
true. The specific scenarios associated with these
questions are usually unrelated to law, since they are
intended to be accessible to a wide range of test takers.
However, the skills tested parallel those involved in
determining what could or must be the case given a set of
regulations, the terms of a contract, or the facts of a legal
case in relation to the law. In Analytical Reasoning
questions, you are asked to reason deductively from a set
of statements and rules or principles that describe
relationships among persons, things, or events.

Analytical Reasoning questions appear in sets, with each
set based on a single passage. The passage used for each
set of questions describes common ordering relationships
or grouping relationships, or a combination of both types
of relationships. Examples include scheduling employees
for work shifts, assigning instructors to class sections, 

ordering tasks according to priority, and distributing grants
for projects.

Analytical Reasoning questions test a range of deductive
reasoning skills. These include:

• Comprehending the basic structure of a set of
relationships by determining a complete solution to the
problem posed (for example, an acceptable seating
arrangement of all six diplomats around a table) 

• Reasoning with conditional (“if-then”) statements and
recognizing logically equivalent formulations of such
statements

• Inferring what could be true or must be true from given
facts and rules

• Inferring what could be true or must be true from given
facts and rules together with new information in the form
of an additional or substitute fact or rule

• Recognizing when two statements are logically
equivalent in context by identifying a condition or rule
that could replace one of the original conditions while
still resulting in the same possible outcomes

Analytical Reasoning questions reflect the kinds of
detailed analyses of relationships and sets of constraints
that a law student must perform in legal problem solving.
For example, an Analytical Reasoning passage might
describe six diplomats being seated around a table,
following certain rules of protocol as to who can sit where.
You, the test taker, must answer questions about the
logical implications of given and new information. For
example, you may be asked who can sit between
diplomats X and Y, or who cannot sit next to X if W sits
next to Y. Similarly, if you were a student in law school, you
might be asked to analyze a scenario involving a set of
particular circumstances and a set of governing rules in the
form of constitutional provisions, statutes, administrative
codes, or prior rulings that have been upheld. You might
then be asked to determine the legal options in the
scenario: what is required given the scenario, what is
permissible given the scenario, and what is prohibited
given the scenario. Or you might be asked to develop a
“theory” for the case: when faced with an incomplete set
of facts about the case, you must fill in the picture based
on what is implied by the facts that are known. The
problem could be elaborated by the addition of new
information or hypotheticals.

No formal training in logic is required to answer these
questions correctly. Analytical Reasoning questions are
intended to be answered using knowledge, skills, and
reasoning ability generally expected of college students
and graduates.
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Suggested Approach 
Some people may prefer to answer first those questions
about a passage that seem less difficult and then those
that seem more difficult. In general, it is best to finish one
passage before starting on another, because much time
can be lost in returning to a passage and reestablishing
familiarity with its relationships. However, if you are having
great difficulty on one particular set of questions and are
spending too much time on them, it may be to your
advantage to skip that set of questions and go on to the
next passage, returning to the problematic set of questions
after you have finished the other questions in the section.

Do not assume that because the conditions for a set of
questions look long or complicated, the questions based
on those conditions will be especially difficult.

Read the passage carefully. Careful reading and
analysis are necessary to determine the exact nature of the
relationships involved in an Analytical Reasoning passage.
Some relationships are fixed (for example, P and R must
always work on the same project). Other relationships are
variable (for example, Q must be assigned to either team 1
or team 3). Some relationships that are not stated explicitly
in the conditions are implied by and can be deduced from
those that are stated (for example, if one condition about
paintings in a display specifies that Painting K must be to
the left of Painting Y, and another specifies that Painting W
must be to the left of Painting K, then it can be deduced
that Painting W must be to the left of Painting Y).

In reading the conditions, do not introduce unwarranted
assumptions. For instance, in a set of questions establishing
relationships of height and weight among the members of a
team, do not assume that a person who is taller than
another person must weigh more than that person. As
another example, suppose a set involves ordering and a
question in the set asks what must be true if both X and Y
must be earlier than Z; in this case, do not assume that X
must be earlier than Y merely because X is mentioned
before Y. All the information needed to answer each
question is provided in the passage and the question itself.

The conditions are designed to be as clear as possible.
Do not interpret the conditions as if they were intended to
trick you. For example, if a question asks how many people
could be eligible to serve on a committee, consider only
those people named in the passage unless directed
otherwise. When in doubt, read the conditions in their most
obvious sense. Remember, however, that the language in
the conditions is intended to be read for precise meaning.
It is essential to pay particular attention to words that
describe or limit relationships, such as “only,” “exactly,”
“never,” “always,” “must be,” “cannot be,” and the like.

The result of this careful reading will be a clear picture of
the structure of the relationships involved, including the
kinds of relationships permitted, the participants in the
relationships, and the range of possible actions or
attributes for these participants.

Keep in mind question independence. Each question
should be considered separately from the other questions
in its set. No information, except what is given in the
original conditions, should be carried over from one
question to another. 

In some cases a question will simply ask for conclusions
to be drawn from the conditions as originally given. Some
questions may, however, add information to the original
conditions or temporarily suspend or replace one of the
original conditions for the purpose of that question only.
For example, if Question 1 adds the supposition “if P is
sitting at table 2 ...,” this supposition should NOT be
carried over to any other question in the set.

Consider highlighting text and using diagrams. Many
people find it useful to underline key points in the passage
and in each question. In addition, it may prove very helpful
to draw a diagram to assist you in finding the solution to
the problem. 

In preparing for the test, you may wish to experiment
with different types of diagrams. For a scheduling
problem, a simple calendar-like diagram may be helpful.
For a grouping problem, an array of labeled columns or
rows may be useful. 

Even though most people find diagrams to be very
helpful, some people seldom use them, and for some
individual questions no one will need a diagram. There is
by no means universal agreement on which kind of
diagram is best for which problem or in which cases a
diagram is most useful. Do not be concerned if a particular
problem in the test seems to be best approached without
the use of a diagram. 

Logical Reasoning Questions

Arguments are a fundamental part of the law, and analyzing
arguments is a key element of legal analysis. Training in the
law builds on a foundation of basic reasoning skills. Law
students must draw on the skills of analyzing, evaluating,
constructing, and refuting arguments. They need to be
able to identify what information is relevant to an issue or
argument and what impact further evidence might have.
They need to be able to reconcile opposing positions and
use arguments to persuade others.

Logical Reasoning questions evaluate the ability to
analyze, critically evaluate, and complete arguments as
they occur in ordinary language. The questions are based
on short arguments drawn from a wide variety of sources,
including newspapers, general interest magazines,
scholarly publications, advertisements, and informal
discourse. These arguments mirror legal reasoning in the
types of arguments presented and in their complexity,
though few of the arguments actually have law as a 
subject matter.
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Each Logical Reasoning question requires you to read
and comprehend a short passage, then answer one
question (or, rarely, two questions) about it. The questions
are designed to assess a wide range of skills involved in
thinking critically, with an emphasis on skills that are central
to legal reasoning. 

These skills include:

• Recognizing the parts of an argument and 
their relationships

• Recognizing similarities and differences between
patterns of reasoning

• Drawing well-supported conclusions

• Reasoning by analogy

• Recognizing misunderstandings or points 
of disagreement

• Determining how additional evidence affects 
an argument

• Detecting assumptions made by particular arguments

• Identifying and applying principles or rules

• Identifying flaws in arguments

• Identifying explanations

The questions do not presuppose specialized knowledge
of logical terminology. For example, you will not be
expected to know the meaning of specialized terms such
as “ad hominem” or “syllogism.” On the other hand, you
will be expected to understand and critique the reasoning
contained in arguments. This requires that you possess a
university-level understanding of widely used concepts
such as argument, premise, assumption, and conclusion.

Suggested Approach
Read each question carefully. Make sure that you
understand the meaning of each part of the question.
Make sure that you understand the meaning of each
answer choice and the ways in which it may or may not
relate to the question posed.

Do not pick a response simply because it is a true
statement. Although true, it may not answer the 
question posed.

Answer each question on the basis of the information
that is given, even if you do not agree with it. Work within
the context provided by the passage. LSAT questions do
not involve any tricks or hidden meanings.

Reading Comprehension Questions

Both law school and the practice of law revolve around
extensive reading of highly varied, dense, argumentative,
and expository texts (for example, cases, codes, contracts,
briefs, decisions, evidence). This reading must be exacting,
distinguishing precisely what is said from what is not said.
It involves comparison, analysis, synthesis, and application
(for example, of principles and rules). It involves drawing
appropriate inferences and applying ideas and arguments
to new contexts. Law school reading also requires the
ability to grasp unfamiliar subject matter and the ability to
penetrate difficult and challenging material.

The purpose of LSAT Reading Comprehension questions
is to measure the ability to read, with understanding and
insight, examples of lengthy and complex materials similar
to those commonly encountered in law school. The
Reading Comprehension section of the LSAT contains four
sets of reading questions, each set consisting of a selection
of reading material followed by five to eight questions. The
reading selection in three of the four sets consists of a
single reading passage; the other set contains two related
shorter passages. Sets with two passages are a variant of
Reading Comprehension called Comparative Reading,
which was introduced in June 2007. 

Comparative Reading questions concern the
relationships between the two passages, such as those of
generalization/instance, principle/application, or
point/counterpoint. Law school work often requires
reading two or more texts in conjunction with each other
and understanding their relationships. For example, a law
student may read a trial court decision together with an
appellate court decision that overturns it, or identify the
fact pattern from a hypothetical suit together with the
potentially controlling case law.

Reading selections for LSAT Reading Comprehension
questions are drawn from a wide range of subjects in the
humanities, the social sciences, the biological and physical
sciences, and areas related to the law. Generally, the
selections are densely written, use high-level vocabulary,
and contain sophisticated argument or complex rhetorical
structure (for example, multiple points of view). Reading
Comprehension questions require you to read carefully
and accurately, to determine the relationships among the
various parts of the reading selection, and to draw
reasonable inferences from the material in the selection.
The questions may ask about the following characteristics
of a passage or pair of passages:

• The main idea or primary purpose

• Information that is explicitly stated

• Information or ideas that can be inferred
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• The meaning or purpose of words or phrases as used 
in context

• The organization or structure

• The application of information in the selection to a 
new context 

• Principles that function in the selection

• Analogies to claims or arguments in the selection

• An author’s attitude as revealed in the tone of a passage
or the language used

• The impact of new information on claims or arguments
in the selection

Suggested Approach
Since reading selections are drawn from many different
disciplines and sources, you should not be discouraged if
you encounter material with which you are not familiar. It is
important to remember that questions are to be answered
exclusively on the basis of the information provided in the
selection. There is no particular knowledge that you are
expected to bring to the test, and you should not make
inferences based on any prior knowledge of a subject that
you may have. You may, however, wish to defer working on a
set of questions that seems particularly difficult or unfamiliar
until after you have dealt with sets you find easier.

Strategies. One question that often arises in connection
with Reading Comprehension has to do with the most
effective and efficient order in which to read the selections
and questions. Possible approaches include:

• reading the selection very closely and then answering
the questions;

• reading the questions first, reading the selection closely,
and then returning to the questions; or

• skimming the selection and questions very quickly, 
then rereading the selection closely and answering 
the questions. 

Test takers are different, and the best strategy for one
might not be the best strategy for another. In preparing for
the test, therefore, you might want to experiment with the
different strategies and decide what works most effectively
for you. 

Remember that your strategy must be effective under
timed conditions. For this reason, the first strategy—
reading the selection very closely and then answering 
the questions—may be the most effective for you.
Nonetheless, if you believe that one of the other strategies

might be more effective for you, you should try it out and
assess your performance using it.

Reading the selection. Whatever strategy you choose,
you should give the passage or pair of passages at least
one careful reading before answering the questions. Try to
distinguish main ideas from supporting ideas, and
opinions or attitudes from factual, objective information.
Note transitions from one idea to the next and identify the
relationships among the different ideas or parts of a
passage, or between the two passages in Comparative
Reading sets. Consider how and why an author makes
points and draws conclusions. Be sensitive to implications
of what the passages say.

You may find it helpful to mark key parts of passages.
For example, you might underline main ideas or important
arguments, and you might circle transitional words—
“although,” “nevertheless,” “correspondingly,” and the
like—that will help you map the structure of a passage.
Also, you might note descriptive words that will help you
identify an author’s attitude toward a particular idea 
or person.

Answering the Questions

• Always read all the answer choices before selecting the
best answer. The best answer choice is the one that 
most accurately and completely answers the question
being posed.

• Respond to the specific question being asked. Do not
pick an answer choice simply because it is a true
statement. For example, picking a true statement might
yield an incorrect answer to a question in which you are
asked to identify an author’s position on an issue, since
you are not being asked to evaluate the truth of the
author’s position but only to correctly identify what that
position is.

• Answer the questions only on the basis of the information
provided in the selection. Your own views, interpretations,
or opinions, and those you have heard from others, may
sometimes conflict with those expressed in a reading
selection; however, you are expected to work within the
context provided by the reading selection. You should not
expect to agree with everything you encounter in Reading
Comprehension passages.

THE WRITING SAMPLE

On the day of the test, you will be asked to write one
sample essay. LSAC does not score the writing sample, but
copies are sent to all law schools to which you apply.
According to a 2006 LSAC survey of 157 United States and
Canadian law schools, almost all use the writing sample in
evaluating at least some applications for admission. Failure
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to respond to writing sample prompts and frivolous
responses have been used by law schools as grounds for
rejection of applications for admission.

In developing and implementing the writing sample
portion of the LSAT, LSAC has operated on the following
premises: First, law schools and the legal profession value
highly the ability to communicate effectively in writing.
Second, it is important to encourage potential law
students to develop effective writing skills. Third, a sample
of an applicant’s writing, produced under controlled
conditions, is a potentially useful indication of that
person’s writing ability. Fourth, the writing sample can
serve as an independent check on other writing submitted
by applicants as part of the admission process. Finally,
writing samples may be useful for diagnostic purposes
related to improving a candidate’s writing.

The writing prompt presents a decision problem. You are
asked to make a choice between two positions or courses
of action. Both of the choices are defensible, and you are
given criteria and facts on which to base your decision.
There is no “right” or “wrong” position to take on the
topic, so the quality of each test taker’s response is a
function not of which choice is made, but of how well or
poorly the choice is supported and how well or poorly the
other choice is criticized.

The LSAT writing prompt was designed and validated by
legal education professionals. Since it involves writing
based on fact sets and criteria, the writing sample gives
applicants the opportunity to demonstrate the type of
argumentative writing that is required in law school,
although the topics are usually nonlegal.

You will have 35 minutes in which to plan and write an
essay on the topic you receive. Read the topic and the
accompanying directions carefully. You will probably find it
best to spend a few minutes considering the topic and
organizing your thoughts before you begin writing. In your
essay, be sure to develop your ideas fully, leaving time, if
possible, to review what you have written. Do not write on
a topic other than the one specified. Writing on a topic of
your own choice is not acceptable.

No special knowledge is required or expected for this
writing exercise. Law schools are interested in the
reasoning, clarity, organization, language usage, and
writing mechanics displayed in your essay. How well you
write is more important than how much you write. Confine
your essay to the blocked, lined area on the front and back
of the separate Writing Sample Response Sheet. Only that
area will be reproduced for law schools. Be sure that your
writing is legible.

TAKING THE PREPTEST UNDER SIMULATED 
LSAT CONDITIONS

One important way to prepare for the LSAT is to simulate
the day of the test by taking a practice test under actual

time constraints. Taking a practice test under timed
conditions helps you to estimate the amount of time you
can afford to spend on each question in a section and to
determine the question types on which you may need
additional practice.

Since the LSAT is a timed test, it is important to use your
allotted time wisely. During the test, you may work only on
the section designated by the test supervisor. You cannot
devote extra time to a difficult section and make up that
time on a section you find easier. In pacing yourself, and
checking your answers, you should think of each section of
the test as a separate minitest.

Be sure that you answer every question on the test.
When you do not know the correct answer to a question,
first eliminate the responses that you know are incorrect,
then make your best guess among the remaining choices.
Do not be afraid to guess as there is no penalty for
incorrect answers.

When you take a practice test, abide by all the
requirements specified in the directions and keep strictly
within the specified time limits. Work without a rest period.
When you take an actual test, you will have only a short
break—usually 10–15 minutes—after SECTION III. 

When taken under conditions as much like actual testing
conditions as possible, a practice test provides very useful
preparation for taking the LSAT.

Official directions for the four multiple-choice sections and
the writing sample are included in this PrepTest so that you
can approximate actual testing conditions as you practice.

To take the test:

• Set a timer for 35 minutes. Answer all the questions in
SECTION I of this PrepTest. Stop working on that section
when the 35 minutes have elapsed.

• Repeat, allowing yourself 35 minutes each for sections II,
III, and IV.

• Set the timer again for 35 minutes, then prepare your
response to the writing sample topic at the end of this
PrepTest.

• Refer to “Computing Your Score” for the PrepTest for
instruction on evaluating your performance. An answer
key is provided for that purpose.

The practice test that follows consists of four sections
corresponding to the four scored sections of the June
2013 LSAT. Also reprinted is the June 2013 unscored
writing sample topic. 




